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Technical data

List of accessories
UK

USA

Measurement

1900*880*630mm

Maximum load

180kg

400lbs

Net weight

66kg

145lbs

Adjustable range of height

630～880mm

24 7/8”～34 3/4”

Input voltage

AC220~240V, 50Hz

AC100~130V, 60Hz

Output voltage

DC 24V

74 7/8”*34 5/8”*24 7/8”

DC 24V

Accessories

Picture

Left Armrest

1

Right Armrest

1

Headrest

1

Extra Soft headrest

1

Headrest stuffed

1

Assembly instructions

(1) Install the pillow, connect it to the bed, loose
the button to adjust the height of the pillow, as
shown in picture.
(2) Install the armrests, connect the bar of left and
right armrests with the inner pin of the bed, Rotate
the armrests by 90 degrees counterclockwise, as
shown in picture
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Operating instruction
Remote Panel

Introduction for remote panel
Press button ① to adjust the whole bed up and down.
Press button ② to adjust the backrest up and down.

Introduction for footrest panel

Foot control 1
Foot control 2

Press foot control 1 to adjust the whole bed up and down.
Press foot control 2 to adjust the backrest up and down.

Power switch

footrest adjustment

Adjust footrest angle by pulling adjusted
handle and press footrest

Adjusted
Handle

Footrest extension adjustment

To adjust the extension of the footrest by rotating
the knob under the footrest, as below picture

Knob

The suggestive instructions
1. This electric massage bed uses a three-wire power cable. Meanwhile it should be inserted into
the three-hole power socket with earth wire. And it should be assured that it can be connected to
the earth wire smoothly so that it can prevent people from getting electric shock while functioning
normally.
2. All the plugs, buttons and other components connected to the power cable must not dip in the
water or other liquid.
3. It is forbidden to put your hands, feet, head or other part of the body into the gap ①②③④while
massage chair is running when you press the manual control panel
4. It is prohibited to use when plugs, buttons and other components connected to the power cable
are broken.
5. It should be noticed that the frequency is 6min/h when the motor of this massage chair is used.
6. The maintenances should not be dealt with any person without official training.

Attentions

1. Someone with osteoporosis or heart problem should not use this massage chair.
2. Women being pregnant or in menstruation should not use this massage chair.
3. Someone inured or with disabilities should not use this massage chair.
4. Children under 14 years old without any supervision and someone unconscious should not use this massage chair.
5. Breakages of the power cable and plug should be eliminated before it’s normally used. Breakages should be dealt with by
someone professionals or service providers.
6. The voltage should accord with the safety voltage before it’s officially used. And the wrong voltage may lead to the breakdown of
the product.
7. Wet hand is not allowed to touch power to avoid shock.
8. The product should not plug in before it’s already installed.
9. The power cable should be put away so that pedestrian will not trip up and fall.
10. The appearance of the product should cleaned by the use of the soft towel with diluted neutral detergent.
11. It should be unplug when it’s not used.
12. Do not dismount this product without any authorization. Please inform the official service providers to deal with the
maintenances

Maintenance

1. Daily cleaning
You can wipe out the dust by using soft dry towel.
2. Eliminating the stubborn dirt
As we all know, it is hard to eliminate the stubborn dirt by using normal dry towel. In this case, you can use soft towel with diluted
neutral detergent to clean it first. And then you can usedry towel to scrub.
3. It’s prohibited to use benzene, diluent, gasoline or other solvent.
These solvents may damage the leather or it may cause the corrosion of the products’ appearance.
4. Storage and operating environment
Don’t put the product under the strong sunlight and moisture environment. Otherwise it may cause the damages of the product.
5. It is allowed to use this product under the temperature from -5℃ to 50℃ and the humidity from 45% to 85%.

Fault diagnosis
If there is something wrong when you use the product, please try to check and eliminate the wrong operation as followings.

Phenomenon

Diagnosis

Operation of elimination

Press the pedal but without
any responses.

1. Controller power switch start or not.
2. To check if the pedal has reached to maximum.
3. To check if the power plug is connected.
4.To check if each connecting plug of the
transformer is connected.

1.Try to re-start the controller power
switch.
2. Try other buttons workable or not.
3.Disconnect the power plug and
re-plug it again.
4. Re-plug and connect it again.

Letting out noises and
shaking while going up and
down

Screw loosen

Tighten all the screws

The light is still off although
the switch is on.

The fuse has burned out.

Replace the fuse.

Remarks: It will be not informed if the improvements of the product do not influence appearance and function.

